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VVAANNCCOOUUVVEERR  HHAARRDDYY  PPLLAANNTT  GGRROOUUPP   
 

Newsletter No.  92            December 2012 
 
 
  

Website:  www.vancouverhardyplant.org 
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
 
Although we hope that members were not aware of this, great difficulty was experienced by all of us involved in getting out 
the August newsletter and membership renewal forms in the summer, mostly due to the fact that I was communicating from 
the wilderness of Ontario’s Lake country where Wi-Fi is not very reliable. 
 
The process involved communication by email between Gillian Collins, Sally Spires (who produces and edits the newsletter), 
and me; Bob Sandison and Lana Wightman (who maintain the membership records); the printer to whom I email the final 
copy for printing of hardcopies for members who do not receive email; Charity Reddington picking up printed copies and 
mailing out to members; and Bob compiling a distribution list from membership records and emailing to members.  When in 
Vancouver, I usually mail the hardcopies and email the newsletter to members; regrettably, because the Internet is 
unreliable, I cannot do it from the cottage. 
 
My husband and I are planning to spend most of the summers at the family cottage so Gillian and I have been considering 
ways to alleviate the problem in future years.  We have arrived at a solution which we think would be great for the whole 
membership besides those of us who work on getting out the newsletters. 
 
As many members are away in the summer, or busy in their gardens, or not completely tuned-in to renewing memberships at 
that time of year, we have decided that it would make more sense to have memberships expire at the end of December.  
Consequently, current memberships will be valid until the end of December 2013 . . . an extra four months for 2013.  
Membership renewal forms will be sent out with the December newsletter, effective 2013.  This will enable us to discontinue 
the August newsletter and go from June to the October newsletter; however, there will be an email and regular mail notice 
of Open Gardens in the summer.  We will push the Fall Study Day back a few weeks into November and details will be 
included in the October newsletter in time for registration. 
 
At the moment we are all busy preparing for the three-day  Study  Weekend  in  June  at  UBC  and  a  terrific  ‘Spring  Is  in  The  Air’  
Study Day for February 16, 2013.  Look forward to seeing you all there. 

~ Angela Miller 
 
 

  
CCAA LL EENN DDAA RR   OO FF   EEVV EENN TTSS   

 
 

DATE 
 

SPEAKER/EVENT 
 

TOPIC 

 
Saturday February 16, 2013: 9:30-3pm 

 
Chris Beardshaw (England), Robin Parer 
(Calif), Richie Steffan (Wash) 

 
February Study Day:  Spring is in the Air! 
 

 
June 14, 15 and 16, 2013 

 
John Massey, Andy Sturgeon,  
Tom Hobbs, Paddy Wales, Egan Davis,  
Sue Milliken and Kelly Dodson 
 

 

2013 Hardy Plant Study Weekend  
Vancouver (UBC) 
“The Garden:  Insight and Inspiration 
From  the  Ground  Up” 
Registration on-line Feb 1, 2013: 
www.vancouverhardyplantgroup.org/ 

http://www.vancouverhardyplant.org/
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*To register for the Spring Study Day, please forward your cheque for $40 (members pre-paid), $45 (non-members 
and all tickets at the door), made out to the Vancouver Hardy Plant Group, to Gillian Collins, 2154 West 37th Ave 
Vancouver BC V6M 1N8.  If you are purchasing for others, please indicate their names and whether they are 
members or non-members.  Cheques should be received by Friday February 8, which will allow time for your 
name(s) to be copied onto a name tag that you will collect and wear after signing in at the pre-paid table, thus 
helping the committee in providing orderly access to the event.  Cheques received after that date will be kept in the 
order they have been received and may or may not gain you entry to the event.  

~ GILL COLLINS 
 

  

FFEEBBRRUUAARRYY  22001133  SSTTUUDDYY  DDAAYY  
  
  

Spring is in the Air! 
H.R. MacMillan Space Centre 1100 Chestnut St Vancouver 
Saturday February 16, 2013:  9:30am* - 3:00pm 
*Remember to allow time to sort out the parking meters 
Members pre-registered $40; non-members pre-registered $45 
All tickets at the door $45 
 

SSPP EEAA KK EERR SS   
  

HRIS BEARDSHAW 
 

We are delighted to have Chris visit from England and give us two talks for February Study Day. 
 
Chris is a trained Landscape Architect and Horticulturalist, which makes him a 
rare combination in the garden design world.  His enthusiasm for plants, good 
design and the desire to work in harmony with the natural landscape and 
wildlife is reflected throughout his work.  He specializes in bespoke designs for 
a range of clients across the UK - a scheme recently won the British Association 
of Landscape Industries (BALI) Principal Award.  Chris’   studio   also   produces  
larger designs for public schemes and just recently opened are gardens at the 
Jodrell Bank Discovery Centre and the RNLI Garden at The National Memorial 
Arboretum. 
 
Chris’ broadcasting career spans over 13-years and he is an integral member of 
BBC   Radio   4’s   Gardeners’ Question Time.  He has also written a number of 
books and contributes regularly to gardening magazines and lifestyle 
publications.  He is currently writing for The English Garden Magazine. 
 
Chris will give two talks: 
 

 Furzey Gardens - a   look   at   Chris’   recent   2012   Chelsea   Flower Show 
Garden – for which he won a Gold Medal – and how a little-known, sleeping garden can be brought to 
life, both in terms of the garden and its plant heritage, but also in its profile due to the show.  The talk 
looks at how the garden is constructed, the theatre and design of show-gardens and the plants and 
features that helped make it unique. 

C 

http://www.furzey-gardens.org/
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 One Hundred plants that (almost!) changed the world.  Based on a book newly written by Chris and due 
out Spring 2014, this talk looks at some of the unusual stories and relationships that humans have had 
with plants throughout history and the consequences of those relationships.  The stories are a mixture of 
light-hearted and entertaining, sometimes bizarre, and occasionally shocking! 

 
For more information on this inspiring designer and horticulturist visit: 
http://www.chrisbeardshaw.com/index.php/chris-design 

 

 
  

OBIN PARER will present “An  Introduction  to  the  Geranium  Family  and  the  Newest  to  Look  Forward  to  Growing.” 
 

Most gardeners have a plant from the Geranium Family 
(Geraniaceae) in their gardens, be it pelargonium in 
containers, hardy geranium in the perennial or shrub 
border, or erodium in the rock garden:  the breadth of the 
family and the choices within it are astounding.  We’ll  do  a  
quick tour through this family of hidden delights and talk 
about what is new and exciting coming out of Europe for 
2013-14. 
 
Robin Parer is an Australian-born horticulturist who 
lectures frequently to garden groups and societies 

throughout North America.  She has been featured in 
Garden Design Magazine, Horticulture Magazine, Martha 

Stewart Living magazine, Sunset magazine, The New York Times, and House and Garden Magazine, as well as having 
appeared in many other newspaper and magazine articles. 
 
Robin Parer has owned and operated Geraniaceae Nursery in 
Marin County near San Francisco, California, for the past 30-
years, and has collected and propagated over 500 geranium 
species and selected colour forms and hybrids.  She also has a 
large collection of erodium species, scented-leaf pelargonium, 
angel and pansy-face pelargonium and rare pelargonium species 
from Southern Africa.  She has traveled widely, collecting both in 
the field, and from nurseries in the U.K., Europe, South America, 
Southern Africa and Australasia. She is a regular participant in the 
San Francisco Flower and Garden Show.  She has won Best of 
Show several times for her Marketplace Exhibit, and has also 
received an Outstanding Marketing Presentation Award.  She has 
also received an Annual Award from The California Horticultural 
Society for Outstanding and Meritorious Contributions to Horticulture 
in California.  She is currently writing The Gardener Lovers Guide to Hardy Geraniums for Timber Press  
 
Specimen plants from her collection of Geraniaceae are displayed in a one-acre demonstration garden along with a 
collection of perennial flowering shrubs, and garden sculpture by local artists.  The pelargoniums live in a 10,000 sq. 
ft. commercial greenhouse which is full to overflowing.  The garden and nursery are open by appointment. 
  
 

R 

Geranium sanguineum  

 

http://www.chrisbeardshaw.com/index.php/chris-design
http://geraniaceae.com/cgi-bin/welcome.py
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ICHIE STEFAN will talk to us about “Fabulous  Ferns” 
 
Many of us will have had the pleasure of having Richie Steffen as our tour 
guide when visiting the Elizabeth Miller Garden, north of Seattle. 
 
A well-known personality on the Pacific Northwest horticulture scene, 
Richie joined the Miller Garden in 2000, bringing with him a variety of 
horticultural expertise.  After moving from Maryland to Seattle in 1989, he 
worked at Sky Nursery in Shoreline, as propagator/nursery manager for the 
Rhododendron Species Botanical Garden and as a part-time instructor for 
the horticulture program at Edmonds Community College.  He currently 
serves as a board member of the Rhododendron Species Foundation and 
the Hardy Fern Foundation (past-president). 
 
At the Miller Garden, Richie oversees the plant record database and 
general horticulture, and  manages  the  garden’s  special  collections,  including  
rare plants, ferns, hepaticas, woodland plants, rare bulbs and alpine plants.  
Richie keeps ahead of horticulture trends throughout the country by traveling, plant collecting, visiting gardens 
and networking with other horticulture professionals.  He regularly lectures and writes and is always ready to 
share his enthusiasm for plants and the people who grow them.  Richie is a superb photographer and is building 
an archival image collection at the Miller Garden.  His photos can be seen in many regional publications and on 
the Great Plant Picks website:  http://www.greatplantpicks.org/ 
 
 
 
 

 
BAKERS WANTED FOR FEBRUARY STUDY DAY 

 
We all know how much enjoyment the coffee break is to attendees at our Study Day lectures and to help our 
organizers, who rely on our members to provide home-baking, please email or call either Susan Askew 
(seaskew@telus.net or 604.224.3852) or Dora Martin (doramartin@shaw.ca or 604.222.9206) to let them know 
you will contribute. 

~ GILLIAN COLLINS 
 

 

  
FFAALLLL   SSTTUUDDYY  DDAAYY  

Saturday October 13, 2012 
 
 

JAMES ALEXANDER-SINCLAIR 
Part 1 Elements of Garden Design: 
Although much sought-after as a designer and as a gardening celebrity, James Alexander-Sinclair does not take 
himself too seriously, and, as a result, we were treated to two very entertaining, unpretentious, and slightly 
irreverent presentations on the basics of garden design. 
 

R 

http://www.greatplantpicks.org/
http://www.greatplantpicks.org/
mailto:seaskew@telus.net
mailto:doramartin@shaw.ca
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In  the  first  part,  the  four  basic  elements  or  “stuff”  of landscaping design were outlined as:  hard, borrowed, wet, 
soft. 
 
Hard:  Perhaps stainless-steel is not the first material to come to mind when thinking about gardens, but we were 
shown a very effective path of a garden in Monte Carlo edged in stainless-steel.  Another garden in Oxfordshire, to 
be  featured  in  James’  second  presentation,  will  illustrate a spectacular use of stainless-steel in fencing around a mill 
pond, rendering the barrier invisible while serving the important practical function of safety.  In another garden in 
London a similar unobtrusive effect was achieved with the use of vertical cedar-slats.  In this same garden, the use 
of paving in a diagonal zigzag pattern brought about an amazing conversion of a tiny rectangular space into a 
seemingly spacious court-yard garden.  
 
Borrowed:  The use of hard elements, particularly the use of paths, can play a very important role in the integration 
of  the  garden  with  the  borrowed  landscape,  or  in  James’  less  posh  terms,  “other  people’s  stuff.”  Most dramatic of 
all, was a diamond-shaped path in a Cotswold garden, leading the eye to spectacular borrowed landscape, and 
there was another unforgettable photograph of another garden, showing a church steeple, perfectly centered, far 
off in the distance. 
 
Wet:    The  use  of  water  plays  a  large  role  in  James’  designs.    The  most  charming  feature of the tiny London court-
yard   is   the   rill,  where   the  owner’s   grandson   can   float   his   boats,   and  water   is   the   key   component   of  Millpond*, 
Oxfordshire.  James emphasized that the most important consideration with water-features is that they appear 
natural.  Water does not flow up-hill, and must be seen to come from a source that would make sense in nature. 
 
Soft:  The whole point of the garden is   to   “grow   stuff,” and James has many favourite plants – especially 
sanguisorbas, opium poppies, alliums, nigella, salvia, astrantia and eryngium.  Another favourite is the giant fleece 
flower, Persicaria polymorpha that blooms in mid-summer growing to six-feet high and almost as wide.  Our plants 
evoke memories of people.  Watching plants grow from seed or from small trees is the greatest pleasure we can 
derive from our gardens.  Weeding is a “state of mind,” and nature should usually get her way.  James loves self-
sown opium poppies (Papaver somniferum) pretending to be wild, and a particular species of rosebay willow herb, 
Epilobium angustifolium ‘Stahl  Rose’,  that  does  not  self-sow 
 
Soft elements can change the whole mood of the garden, as we  will  see  in  James’  next  presentation. 
 
Apart from these basic elements, James emphasized that a particular style must never be imposed.  The designer 
must always take into consideration the style of the house and other buildings, the lifestyle of the family, and the 
surrounding  countryside  or  borrowed  landscape.    Above  all,  there  must  be  a  “sense  of  place”  and  aesthetics  must  
always be in harmony with practical considerations. 
 
Part 2 Putting the Elements into Practice: 
The Paddington Pad:  amazing conversion of a former furniture warehouse - complete with dumpsters and cars - to 
a chic London court-yard.  Both hard and wet elements are applied here, with the clever use of diagonal lines, 
leading the eye to the longest lines, thereby making a space seem much larger than it is.  A charming rill gives soul 
to the space, and a liquidambar espaliered on the wall adds the soft element. 
 
Country Estate in the Cotswolds:  how the simple removal of a hedge could completely change the mood of a 
garden.  In the before pictures, we see a beautiful garden, but something about it is a bit stuffy.  How can it be 
improved?  The after pictures tell the story.  With the removal of the hedge, a certain claustrophobic feeling is 
immediately gone.  The perspective has opened up to a spectacular view – the borrowed landscape of the English 
countryside that we envy so much – and the mood has completely changed. 
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James’  evident  love  of  natural–looking meadows is seen here with the use of giant ‘Mont Blanc’ alliums, followed 
by white Hesperis matronalis,  making   the  paths  disappear,  but   allowing  one   to  push  one’s  way   through.    James 
pointed out that in order to retain this look, ninety per cent of the hesperis is taken out each year. 
 
Garden in Oxfordshire:  a brobdingnagian meadow grown on mounds of rubble.  Incredible piles of rubble dug from 
this site were used to good effect by creating mounds covered with top-soil.  The soft element was achieved by the 
use of calamagrostis together with echinops and James’  favourite  Sanguisorba canadensis. 
 
*Millpond, Oxfordshire:  transformation of a muddy pond into a stylish water-feature  that  virtually  “seeps”  into  the  
landscape.  James had wonderful features to work with here:  a sixteenth-century water-mill, built into the hillside 
and surrounded by water from the millpond above to a stream that flows down the back-garden, with a spectacular 
view of the surrounding landscape.  The lifestyle of the client had also to be considered, as this was a family with 
young children.  The millpond was made accessible by decking walkways and James created an island effect with a 
floating seating area in the middle of the pond.  But his most brilliant touch, uniting practical considerations with 
aesthetics, was his creation of an almost invisible boundary using stainless steel, wire and wood. 
 
Blackpitts,  Northamptonshire:      James’  own  garden,  converted   from  a  “manky  set  of  barns, with crispy cow-pats, 
moulding beams and vermin.”  James, as might be suspected, does not take his gardening too seriously, but he 
loves his garden, and it is what he wakes up to every morning.  He believes that gardening is about having a nice 
time.  Above all, he advocates that we should look at our gardens every single day, because there will always be 
something new to be found. 
 
Plants especially featured include Salix exigua ‘Coyote Willow’, silvery when young, turning to grey-green.  This 
plant   doesn’t   need  pruning   and  won’t   outgrow   its   space,   growing   to   no  more than ten feet.  James also grows 
Datisca cannabina (zone 8 - this plant can be seen at the UBC Botanical Garden), and Trifolium ochroleucum, an 
ornamental clover with lemon flowers. 
 
James’  garden   is  of  necessity  designed  with  a  household  of  children  and dogs in mind.  A lawn is de rigueur, but 
James has added interest to this area, with the planting of  several  beech  pillars.    In  “landscaper  speak”  the  pillars  
provide framed views – far preferable to a big view leaving nothing to the imagination.  But in truth they also 
provide excellent goal posts and make croquet much more interesting. 
 
James has an excellent blog at http://www.blackpitts.co.uk/.  I  couldn’t  resist  having  a  look  at  what  he  had  to  say  
about British Columbia and about his day with us: 
 

“This   is   serious   rain.    I thought that we were kings of precipitation but we are not.  I bow my head in 
humble acknowledgement that this is a serious soak-you-in-double-quick time rain.  My theory is that each 
raindrop is approximately 25% larger than a British raindrop.  Ergo the rain is wetter.   
 
Two talks to fabulous people from the Vancouver Hardy Plant Group in a comfortable theatre under a 
museum.  It is still raining, which is good, as if it was sunny and we were all stuck in a dark room then we 
would be disgruntled.  Lunch was a sandwich of lamb and pear in bread studded with figs.  Very jolly 
indeed.” 

 
And,  James,  you  too  were  “very  jolly  indeed!” 
 

~ JENNY FORBES 

 
 

http://www.blackpitts.co.uk/
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Members will recall that after his talks James showed us a preview of intoGardens, a new iPad gardening 
magazine, which he and a team of media and gardening experts have developed.  intoGardens offers content 
from the best the gardening writing, designing and broadcasting community has to offer in a unique format which 
fully engages keen gardeners. 
 
To watch a demonstration video go to www.into-gardens.com or see it on Vimeo. 
 
A good enough reason to acquire an iPad if you ask me. 

~ Angela Miller 

 
 
ANDREE CONNELL 
After a rollicking talk by James Alexander-Sinclair on the wide topic of garden design, Andree Connell had us 
change gears and gave us a presentation which was both thoughtful and focused. Andree's passion is cyclamen 
and she knows her subject well. 
 

The first thing I learned was that my failure with the little corms may not be entirely my fault. Andree was 
scornful of the cellophane bags of dried corms we all buy in the fall at our nurseries; evidently, many of the little 
black numbers not only look dead but actually are!  Showing slides of this, she also illustrated where roots should 
be coming from (around the sides like a monk's hairdo) and which end is up (not the round smooth bit).  To 
counteract my problems, Andree recommends starting from seed and very generously provided us with three 
seed packets each from a choice of several cyclamen varieties.  A detailed sheet with variety names of the slides 
and specific instructions for growing seed was handed out. 
 

The varieties Andree showed in her talk were an eye-opener to those who have not previously delved into the 
topic.  I can see, as Andree confirmed, that cyclamen could become an obsession as easily as galanthus, 
hellebores or iris.  Quite a few are hardy and others can be slipped into a greenhouse in winter.  Evidently, the 
most vivid colour can be tricky to bring though.  The number-one basic consideration when growing cyclamen is 
good drainage.  Winter-wet is death to cyclamen; a trait it shares with many bulbs.  Vine-weevils can also be a 
problem and Andree suggested if your plant is not thriving you could check for this.  Cyclamen can be quite 
promiscuous and if you are growing from seed you will not necessarily get the same plant.  But the glory of that is 
you could be in for a wonderful surprise when your plant finally blossoms.   
 

Thank you, Andree, for a most interesting talk, which opened the door for many of us to become more familiar 
with this family. 
 

~ JENNY MCKEE 

KATHY LEISHMAN 
It is always a pleasure to listen to a gardener who is as comfortably accomplished with plants as Kathy Leishman.  
She speaks of the spontaneous pleasure of seeing a plant happily at home.  From the looks of the photographs 
there are a lot of very happy plants in Kathy's Bowen Island garden.  Fifteen years ago, Kathy began this garden 
which has grown into something quite special.  Neither a re-creation of another place, nor a reproduction of 
another garden, this garden belongs to itself.  While admittedly not a purist in the native plant department she 
has referenced the local flora in her choices thereby ensuring they "fit" the sense of place.  At the same time, 
choosing material from places around the world with similar climatic conditions, such as the Mediterranean and 
Chile, has enriched the plant palette. 
 

Like all gardens, the Leishman property has the without and the within.  The "within" is described by Kathy as 
three differing areas of her garden:  deer-accessible, fenced-off and woodland under-story.  She sums up her 
climate with winter-wet and wind and summer-dry and wind.  Plants for this garden have to be tough as well as 

http://www.into-gardens.com/
http://vimeo.com/47791632
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good looking.  Part of the talent here is the editing:  we all collect, but Kathy has mastered the ability to keep only 
what works. 
 

The "without" part of the garden is the very big sea and the very big sky.  Kathy commented on the need to design 
in response to the big flat sea.  She uses a lot of umbel-shapes with their roundness in contrast to the flat expanse 
of water.  Plants such as Athamanta 'Denver Lace' fit this role and various iris and phlomis provide vertical 
accents.  The big, powerful views from the property are impossible to ignore but the garden seems to settle 
quietly in the foreground and draw your attention in.  Without ever stepping on to the property, after watching 
and listening to Kathy's presentation, I felt I had visited a very special garden. 

~ JENNY MCKEE 
 

  
GARDEN EVENTS: 

 
 Phoenix Perennials:  The Christmas Hurrah!  Celebrate the Christmas rose, Helleborus niger, and other 

seasonal delights.  The nursery will reopen for one weekend at the start of December – Friday November 
30 to Sunday December 02 – for sales of the amazing Christmas rose and other members of the 
Helleborus Gold Collection plus other winter-blooming plants.  info@phoenixperennials.com 

 
 

  
 

COMMITTEE  
Speaker  
Registration: 

 
*Gillian Collins 604.266.7667 (gmcollins@telus.net) 
2154 W.37th Avenue Vancouver BC V6M 1N8 

  
Treasurer: 

 
*Angela Miller 604.922.6249 (panmiller@telus.net) 
2450 Ottawa Avenue West Vancouver BC V7V 2T1 

  
Membership: 

 
Lana Wightman and Bob Sandison 604 929-6714 (wightsand@telus.net) 
1122 Deep Cove Road North Vancouver BC V7G 1S3 
Membership: $20 per year 

  
Editor: 

 
Sally Spires, 604.922.4066 (sally_spires@hotmail.com) 
560 Craigmohr Drive West Vancouver BC V7S 1W9 

  
Honourary Life 
Members: 

 
Nel Grond, Beverley Merryfield, Shirley Cole 
 

 
Thank you, to all who have contributed to the newsletter, which would not exist without your input and support.  
Please note: the deadline for electronic submissions for the February 2013 newsletter is on or before January 15, 
2013 - a few days earlier much-appreciated for handwritten submissions. 

 
If possible, create your text in a Word doc. (rather than a PDF file) and e-mail to me, using  “VHPG”  in  title, as an 
attachment or copy-and-paste from your working document directly into e-mail.  Many thanks. 
 

~ SALLY SPIRES, ED. 
 
 
 
 

 

Co-chairs* 
 

mailto:info@phoenixperennials.com
mailto:gmcollins@telus.net
mailto:panmiller@telus.net
mailto:wightsand@telus.net
mailto:sally_spires@hotmail.com

